We define a ring R to be an FL (full linear) ring if R is isomorphic to the full ring of linear transformations of a left vector space over a division ring. R is QFL if its left maximal quotient ring is an FL ring. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a ring to be a QFL ring. We also generalize some results of Chase and Faith concerning subdirect sum decompositions of rings whose left maximal quotient ring is the direct product of FL rings.
Abstract.
We define a ring R to be an FL (full linear) ring if R is isomorphic to the full ring of linear transformations of a left vector space over a division ring. R is QFL if its left maximal quotient ring is an FL ring. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a ring to be a QFL ring. We also generalize some results of Chase and Faith concerning subdirect sum decompositions of rings whose left maximal quotient ring is the direct product of FL rings.
If rM is a left i?-module, then C(rM) will denote the set of closed submodules of M. We say that C(rM) is atomic if C(rM) contains minimal nonzero elements, called atoms, and each nonzero element of C(rM) contains at least one atom. rM is Q-prime if for any two atoms Ii and h oí C(rM), there exists isomorphic submodules Ai and X2 of M such that A, is essential in Ii for i = 1 and 2. If A is a subset of M, then Ir(X) will denote the left annihilator in R of X. Conversely, if Q is a direct product of FL rings, then Q is regular. Thus Z(rR) = 0, and C(qQ) consists of the direct summands of rQ. Thus C(qQ) is atomic, and since C(rR) = C(qQ) under contraction we have that C(rR) is atomic.
If R is a subdirect sum of rings |i?"| aEA } and S-JJ« Ra, then the subdirect sum is essential if R (identifying R and its canonical isomorphic image in S) is an essential left i?-submodule of S. Some elementary properties of essential subdirect sums appear in [3] . Thus each Qa is a left quotient ring of the corresponding Ra-Since Qa is regular, we have that Z(RaRa) =0, and Qa is the left maximal quotient ring of Ra. Thus each Ra is a QFL ring.
Clearly R is a subdirect sum of the rings Ra(r->{rea}). Since RQ IJa RaQQ, we have that the subdirect sum is essential.
Conversely suppose R is an essential subdirect sum of QFL rings {ita|«G-4 }. Let Qa be the left maximal quotient ring of Ra and let S= IL Qa. Clearly RQ JJa RaQS. 
